
 
NOTE 
Beyond Minority Rights 
 
A Correspondent writes : 

 
Since Muslims in many parts of India find themselves marginalised, beleaguered and 
under attack by Hindutva forces as well as faced with the indifference and sometimes 
even hostility of the state, as in Gujarat, this exclusivist concern simply with Muslim 
rights is, to a certain extent, understandable. However, if they wish to be taken seriously 
by the wider society, there is an urgent need for Muslim activists and groups to look 
beyond just Muslim-related rights issues and join hands with groups struggling for the 
rights of other similarly marginalised communities as well, such as Dalits and Adivasis, 
as well as with groups working on issues that affect the wider society, of which Muslims 
are also a part, such as say the anti-globalisation and anti-imperialist movement, the 
struggle against environmental destruction, the peace movement, etc.. In this way they 
will be seen as not simply concerned about themselves, which will make others take 
Muslim issues and concerns more seriously. It will also help remove the enormous 
misconceptions that many non-Muslims have about Islam and Muslims, which, today, in 
the face of mounting islamophobia, has emerged as a really major challenge. At the same 
time, if Muslim voices for promoting Muslim empowerment and rights are to be heard by 
others it is important for Muslim groups to also speak out against cases of rights 
violations of non-Muslims, such as, for instance, in Kashmir, Pakistan, Bangladesh and 
Afghanistan. This is very slow in happening and the fault lies on both sides. They never 
talk of plight of Kashmiri pandits. Nor do they bother about agony of Bangladeshi hindus 
face day in and day out. 
 
At the World Social Forum some years ago in Mumbai, while there were dozens of 
Indian Dalit, feminist, Adivasi, environmentalist and other such groups present at the 
venue with their own stalls, there were only two Indian Muslim stalls-and both these 
were simply selling literature about Islam. Now, the world Social Forum was a wonderful 
occasion for Muslim groups to reach out to others, not just about Muslim-related issues 
but issues of common concern to all, but this was not the case. This reflects the fact of the 
lack of organised and professionally or efficiently-run social action groups among 
Muslims, particularly in north India, the overwhelming concern of many existing Muslim 
groups with normative theological issues while ignoring existing social reality, and the 
lack of any meaningful interaction between these groups and other non-Muslim groups 
that might well be interested in also taking up Muslim concerns but who might not be 
necessarily interested in the normative or religiously-defined way in which these were 
presented. ????
 


